Introduction
The height (as in [3] and [4] ) of a point in a rooted tree is the length of the path (that is, the number of lines in the path) from it to the root; the total height of a rooted tree is the sum of the heights of its points. The latter arises naturally in studies of random neural networks made by one of us (N.J.A.S.), where the enumeration of greatest interest is that of trees with all points distinctly labeled.
Wiite J vh for the number of rooted trees with p labeled points and total height h, and for the enumerator (= enumerating generating function) of such trees by number of points and by total height. It will be shown that (1) J(x, y) =xexpj (xy, y) which is an analogue of George Polya's familiar formula, [7] ,
with R(x) the enumerator of rooted trees by number of labeled points;
indeed R(x) = J(x, 1). Also if with the prime denoting a derivative (W^/R^ is the mean total height of all rooted trees with p labeled points and also the mean height) the enumerator
with R'{x) the derivative of R(x). From (2), it follows that
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Since R n = w"-\ it follows that W (4) F or completeness, it may be noted that the enumerator H (x, y, z) by number of points, by total height, and by number of points labeled, that is, the generating function having, as coefficient of x v y h z k fk\, H vhk the number of rooted trees with p points, k of which are labeled (distinct labels), and with total height h, is given by
For oriented trees, the results corresponding to (1) and (5) are (6) L(x, y) = x exp 2L(xy, y)
Labeled rooted trees by total height
The simplest argument leading to (1) is but a slight modification of Polya's [7] derivation of the formula for rooted trees (cf [5] , p. 127 et seq). Write J n {y,m) for the enumerator by total height with n labeled points and m lines at the root. Then first (8) 7»fo;i) = »y-\7»-i(y);
for there are n possible labels for the root, and for each of these the height of any of the n-1 points of the tree connected to the single line at the root is increased by unity. Next
The factor 2! on the right accounts for the permutations of the two lines at the root; the binomial coefficient in the sum accounts for the assignment of labels to the two trees connected to the two lines, and, as above, each point of a tree connected to a line at the root has its height increased by one. The symbolic version of (9) 
which is (2). The identity xR'(x) = R(x)[l -R(x)]-1 used in finding the last line follows from differentiating R(x) = x exp R(x).
Since
From the Cauchy formula (equation (lc) of [6] ), associated with Abel's generalization of the binomial formula, (15) is readily reduced to the first equation of (3); the second of (3) follows from Stirling's formula and [8] , It is worth noting that the first of (3) implies relations of W n with other graph entities. First, from equation (10) of [1] , the number of connected graphs with n labeled points and n labeled lines, C nn = T nnX , is given by C nn = lw!(n-l)!|f^.
Next, the number of connected graphs with n labeled points is given in [2] by
Hence W n = n(C n~Rn ).
More general enumeration
The results given in (5), (6) , and (7) are straightforward consequences of the use of George Polya's fundamental theorem in enumerative combi-natorial analysis. The essential modification of the procedure in [5] for enumeration of rooted trees without regard to total height, is that used above: a tree added to a line at the root occasions an increase by unity of the heights of each of its points.
